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Indulge in this classic game, re-finalized for your cell phone. The best of MMORPG 3D. Revive your favorite game moments as Lagendia's luck again in your hands.— 6 Advanced Character Classes - Warriors, Archer, Sorcereress, Scholars, Academics, AssassinOver 70 skills and emblem of exclusive character for the most skilled 3DMMORPG builder -
Super 3D Fighting Experience - Combo fighting sequences testing your skills and reaction lenses creates an unprecedented sense of 3D battle. — Multiple Dungeons, Collaborate with your Friends – Work with your friends to survive, struggle to kill dragonExciting and tense PVP and 3D MOBABattle with players, the last survivor won- Customize Your
Character - More than a hundred clothes to choose fromDress to be impressed by the unique costume combination===========Call Us========The Facebook: dnm@siamgame.in.th =====Statement using phone permissions====When players use the in-game voice chat function, they will be required to allow RECORD_AUDIO and
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE permissions to record, store and send voice messages by Chat.The requested permissions and voice messages are only used for in-game chat and will not be used for other purposes. THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Dragon Nest2 Legend is MMORPG with a medieval fantasy environment where you get to choose one of three
different characters to star in epic and emotionally filled stories. The best part is that you can interact and collaborate with other players online. The game is pretty similar to all the other games of the same genre: virtual d-pads are located on the left side of the screen and the attack button to the right. You can also turn automatic battles on and off at any time.
The mission where you can fight your enemies lasts from one to three minutes. The rest can be hapt in the main town of the Dragon Nest2 Legend where you can interact with city NPCs and other characters controlled by other players. The Dragon Nest2 Legend is an impressive MMORPG that mainly stands out for its stunning graphics. But the visuals are
really just icing on the cake because this is an amazing game that includes a ton of missions inside the story mode. You can also showcase your skills to other players with PVP mode, and then there are also hundreds of special objects that you can collect. – –PUBLISHER: Tencent | DEVELOPER: Shengqu Games – GENRE: MMORPG | THEME: Anime,
Fantasy -PLATFORM: Mobile | STATUS: Upcoming (iOS, Android) – Dragon Nest 2 (Chinese name ⻰之⾕2) is a sequel to one of MMORPGs' most appreciated actions on PC. It wasn't the first shot at to the original game, however; Dragon Nest 2: Legend has been issued for mobile devices and closed by the end of 2017. Dragon's Nest 2 2 will only be
available for Android and iOS, because there is again no PC version in development. Apk Dragon Nest 2 should be available if you prefer to play on a PC using an Android emulator, if the game allows it. Moreover, it was not developed by the PC game maker, Eyedentity, who decided to take a different path while staying in the same franchise - the mobile
World Dragon Nest was their game, with the development of Dragon Nest 2 run by Chinese studio game Shengqu. Chinese giant Tencent publishes this game, with the target country is China. There is no word if dragon Nest 2's global release is in the cards, but given that many fans still have a soft spot for the original PC game, it's something that can
happen. We hope that at least one of them gets an English release, either the Dragon Nest 2 or the World of Dragon Nest. It's too early to have an official Dragon Nest 2 download size, but somewhere between 3 GB and 4 GB at launch is a reasonable bet, judged by the current file size of portable MMORPGs. The Dragon Nest 2 classes featured at the
launch were Warriors, Archer, Mage, and Minister, which is the Chinese name for Scholars. It's a relatively short choice, but if the first game is any indication, each class will have some path of progress to grow. One of the things that stands out is just how colourful Dragon Nest 2 is. Bright colors and characters feel like part of anime. It's a pretty sure game,
although the game seems to lean towards the generic side of MMORPGs. We will tell you about the release date of Dragon Nest 2 and additional information as soon as we get it, but our estimated points to the mid-2020 release in China. China.
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